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From your Editor

W

hen things aren’t going the way we want, our tendency is to wipe the
slate clean and start again, even when there is a baby in the bathwater.
Mistakes, the great teacher in the famous school of hard knocks, direct
us to learn from our foibles and move on. Our seasonal cycle is a constant effort of building, retreating, and rebuilding, with evolutionary development keeping the successes and recycling the failures.
The wonder of God’s universe is not in the catastrophes and carnage that rip through our lives with
hurricanes and wildfires, earthquakes, floods, and train wrecks, but in the aftermath. Do we learn
and accommodate, or do we succumb to our selfishness and megalomania and set ourselves up for
more disaster? When we build houses in flood plains, the water eventually comes and devastates.
When we allow our forests to choke on brush and debris, the result is infernos. Our natural environment takes care of its own when we let and encourage it, but poor stewardship only compounds
misery. Our forests hold and filter oceans of water; they shade and cool millions of acres; they absorb tons of carbon dioxide— and yet we think we can do better, or that a few extra lumber dollars
in our pockets is a better value. It’s insane. The old adage about insanity being the repetition of a
singular effort expecting a different result is so appropriate here. When will we learn? When will we
learn to clean up our messes and care for our resources?
When our baby soils itself, we don’t trade it in for a clean one; we give it a bath and a clean diaper,
and teach it to use the potty. Messiness, in babies or slates is not unforgivable. Clean slates and
fresh starts are wonderful to a point. However, overlooking the value of gracious providence that
comes with our existence and our hard won experience, is foolish, to say the least.
Happy New Year,
Albert

Twenty acres of baby lost with the bathwater for the sake of a clean slate.
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Notes from Nigel

N

ew beginnings! Why is it that we celebrate the New Year with such passion? Why does it
seem to carry so much special symbolism? Every culture celebrates its New Year: Whether
(as with the secular western world) it’s January 1st, or February 18th (that particular day
in our calendar is New Year’s Day in the Chinese calendar), or sometime in late November or early
December (for us that would be the First Sunday of Advent).
There is something clearly intrinsic in human beings— something that is profoundly important and
meaningful— that leads us to celebrate each new year.
Of course, one thing is obvious about this celebration— like a birthday (especially for those of us
whose years have advanced!), celebrating the New Year means we have made it through the last
365 days; we’ve survived another year. Birthday celebrations do the same thing, and their flip side
is the way we also remember those who didn’t make it through the last year. That’s what the great
Scottish poet Robert Burns was doing in “Auld Lang Syne,” which asks the question “Is it right that
old times be forgotten?” The answer Burns intends is “no!” We should remember long-standing
relationships, including those friends who have gone before us.
New Year’s resolutions are also about making it through a year— in this case not the previous one,
but the one ahead of us. So we resolve to live healthier, better, longer. Here, at least, we can exercise
some control over an unknowable future. I think that’s why dieting, exercise, and quitting smoking
feature so prominently. As least we can (might be able to?) exercise some control in these areas.
We’re not so good at keeping those resolutions, though! A British study that tracked 3,000
“resolvers” through the following year found that only 12% actually followed through.
Other studies have highlighted the way New Years’ resolutions also frequently include human
relationships, and particularly treating others better. There’s evidence from the 3,000-year-old
Babylonian Empire that the Babylonians saw the new year as a time to return borrowed objects (if
only that were also true of the things we loan out and then forget to whom we loaned them!). In
Scotland there’s something called “First Footing,” where on New Year’s Day you visit your neighbors
and wish them well.
We’re all doing much the same thing: seeking to end the old year with respect and beginning the
new one in the way we would like it to begin.
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What about new beginnings for people of
faith? I think that the human heart longs for
new beginnings— a fresh start, a time to let go
of attitudes and behaviors that take us farther
from God and from each other. New Year has
for millennia been seen as a time of rebirth.
This is mostly because the Winter Solstice is
the physical turning point of the year, beginning the lengthening of days. Ancient pagans
celebrated the return of the sun, and Christians
welcome the birth of the Son of God.
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is out of guilt (“I feel badly that I don’t go to
church more regularly/don’t pray or pray more/
give more”), then success is more likely to be
illusive. Getting to the core purpose— at least
maintaining (and better, enhancing) healthy
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Now we begin the journey that comes out of
a birth (of Jesus) and heads toward the celebration of a rebirth (at Easter). How do you
intend to make that journey? What are you going to do to both maintain and enhance your
relationships? May you be blessed with insight
and strength to see your path forward, and to
take it!
Blessings to you,
Nigel
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In
My
Words:
Lydia
Coats
With Carole Tyson

Photo courtesy of Lydia Coats

O

n February 6, 2017 life forever changed for my family, but most of all for my
granddaughter, Lydia Coats. On that day Lydia lost her beloved partner, Matthew Jung,
to asymptomatic leukemia. What she has gone through since then is overwhelming—
and the changes continue to happen, sometimes in an avalanche. Matt collapsed in their bathroom
and she administered chest compressions until the medics arrived. Even seeing a movie where this
occurs can bring on severe episodes of PTSD for her.
The death of a “perfectly healthy” 29-year-old was the nightmare that began a long list of changes
for Lydia. She and Matt had been living in Phoenix, but suddenly alone and with no income,
she couldn’t stay there. Her sister and brother-in-law invited her to come live with them in
Minneapolis (Phoenix to Minneapolis!) which she did after spending some time with her parents
in Southern California. She went from living a quiet life with Matt to a family home with three
children, two dogs, and a cat. Since then she has started a new job and made new friends (many of
them widows like herself ). Holidays without Matt— impossible to believe and totally unbearable.
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Change after change after change.
The following is Lydia’s Facebook post from December 22, 2017:
“It is darn near impossible to not reflect on the past year now as we approach Christmas and
New Year’s. I keep trying to just ignore that reflex, but to no avail. I can’t help but think that
this time last year I was solely focused on my crochet business and getting my body healthy
enough to go back to work. I never could have guessed that this is what my life would become. So much has changed. Almost every aspect of my life is new to me. There are so many
major changes that I am constantly having to adapt to, all at the same time, all while battling
grief and PTSD. I am constantly overwhelmed and exhausted.
“I cannot even fathom where I would be right now without my amazing friends and family.
If there’s one good thing that has come from all of my tragedy this year, it is knowing that I
have a truly amazing inner circle. And I am so grateful to have such incredible, caring, loving
people in my life. I cannot express enough how much the continuous support helps me as I
fight this uphill battle.
“I am doing everything in my power to battle through this and come out on the other side.
I know I can build an amazing life for myself out here. It’s just a matter of being patient and
putting in the work. I can do this. I HAVE to do this, both for myself and Matthew. He
lived for my happiness. I refuse to let that love go to waste. I will always remind myself of
how Matt was able to lift my self-esteem and my spirits. He was truly an amazing partner,
and I will always do my best to honor him for giving me nine wonderful years and helping
shape me into the person I am now. Hopefully he will be proud of whatever it is I end up
molding into once things begin to settle.”
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The Healing Power of

Eileen Jackson

VE

L

D

ecember 8th, a major feast of Mother Mary (The Immaculate Conception) in the season
of Advent. I was feeling good, solid, comforted. Then this note popped up in my digital
notices:

“I’ve spent decades eating well and exercising, so it was a bit of a shock to discover after two
weeks of some weird episodes of nausea, dizziness, increasing memory gaps, etc., that I actually had three tumors in my head. Suddenly the idea that I’d live with Blake into our 90s
didn’t seem so likely anymore.”

Lynn Willeford has brain cancer. If there was ever a warrior goddess for good on this earth, it is
Lynn . . . and she is mortal. Hearing the news, I felt as though a bolt of lightning struck my heart
at the same time thunder clapped overhead. Suddenly, nothing seemed normal, comfortable, or
trustworthy.
In 1977 my sister Maria had a brain tumor and a life expectancy of six months after surgery and
radiation. Following the research of Dr. Kenneth Pelletier— that spontaneous remissions were not
spontaneous— my sister tried every healing modality she could find: dietary changes, visualization,
healing touch, massage, life-style changes. To the surprise of all, including her surgeon, the tumor
never regrew. Was it a miracle?
I immediately wrote Lynn about my sister’s experience; I wanted her to know that her diagnosis
was not an automatic death sentence— surviving was an art based upon science. Yet, like all art, the
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outcome is never assured.
During the 40 years since my sister’s diagnosis, I have explored the art of caring, the art of helping
someone heal and live. The art of care is the work of those who love the one who is ill, or who are
serving as surrogates for loved ones. The art of healing is the work of the person who is living the
experience and working to stay alive and whole.
While billions of dollars are spent on allopathic, holistic, religious, and magical remedies, how
healing actually happens is only now beginning to be examined and understood. Fortunately for
Lynn and the rest of us here on Whidbey Island, the flagship center for this work is Healing Circles
Langley, a nurturing, supportive place where anyone impacted by cancer, a life-changing condition,
or loss, can explore and engage in their own healing.1
Diana and Kelly Lindsay opened Healing Circles Langley to give back to the community that had
supported them through Diana’s years-long journey learning to live with Stage IV lung cancer,
which she has done successfully for 11 years.
Before she even received her cancer diagnosis, Diana had an experience that led her to the healing
power of unconditional love. She writes:
In 2005, when I first held my first grandchild, I carried her into a quiet corner and softly
sang “Tender Shepherd.” “Let me help you in any way that would serve” was my pledge to
this beautiful child. When we first hold a newborn in our arms, we cry out of pure joy at the
wonder of their being. We ask nothing of it. We pray only that it is healthy. We don’t have to
work at this love, it just floods us. And it floods us with a very special healing power, the power to open our hearts to a new being, to open our minds to a world with this being in it, and
to open our bodies to the chemistry of love.
So my first thought about the healing power of love is that unconditional love is the
baseline we carry with us and long to return to throughout our lives.
When Diana received her diagnosis of terminal lung cancer she had an unusual response that
changed the course of her illness.
“Exhausted by shock and incapable of having individual conversations with those I loved, I
asked them to come support me all at once. I invited them to a love-in. They came pouring
down the hill in twos and threes, bearing platters of food, picnic tables, loudspeakers, guitars,
and a washtub bass. I had needed to hug my friends and 125 of them answered the call. We
hugged and cried, sang and danced, and then they encircled our family in a giant group hug
and sang “Never Ending Song of Love.” At 5:00 when it began, I had worried that I would
be too sick to stand for the two hours it was scheduled to last. Yet six hours later when it
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actually ended, I felt exhilarated, glowing, and through every fiber of my body, happy. What
had happened in between? There had been no medical intervention but there had certainly
been a healing intervention.
And I learned my second lesson: Love makes you feel better.”
So Diana’s first two lessons: unconditional love exists, and it makes us feel good. In my opinion the
greatest gift that we have received as humans is that loving bathes our cells in oxytocin, and we feel
amazingly, blissfully good all over; and at the same time, it is bringing us closer to each other, to
ourselves, to God, and to nature. Lynn told me that her first call after she received her diagnosis was
to Diana. Lynn, as Diana had done, reached out to her friends in the community who have offered
prayers, meals, rides, hats, scarves, and anything else she could possibly want or need. Healing is
first and foremost unique to each individual. Diana, a dancer and choreographer, danced her friends
into her journey by throwing a party. Lynn, the quintessential organizer, opened a CaringBridge
web page and already has team captains organizing the different kinds of help her family may need.
In my heart I know that for these two courageous warrior sisters of mine, love conquers all.
Healing Circles Langley, https://www.healingcircleslangley.org/

1

Diana and Kelly Lindsay
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Rebecca

Brian Reid

Reid

Mother Mentor

Rebecca Reid, who many of you know as a force behind the St. Augustine’s Holiday Market and
the Trash and Treasure Sale, also manages to find time to volunteer with Mother Mentors. Mother
Mentors is non-profit corporation, founded in 2009, that provides mothers and other caregivers of
young children practical and emotional support in the form of trained volunteer mentors. In addition to the individual mentor program, they oversee the Playscape program, where moms and small
children can socialize with other families. The mentor program has served more than 33 families
and 68 children to date. It’s not about experts telling people how to parent, but neighbors lending
a helping hand and maybe sharing a few tricks of the parent trade. I sat down with Rebecca to talk
about her experience as a mentor.
Rebecca got involved with Mother Mentors because our kids had grown up. She missed spending
time with babies and young kids. She had also retired from being a mental health counselor after 24
years and wanted to do something positive in the community. When her initial search didn’t find
anything, she heard from her CrossFit instructor about Mother Mentors after he had met the director, Kate McVay, at a Chamber of Commerce meeting. The program immediately appealed to her.
Even though building a relationship with strangers (both parents and kids) would be challenging,
Rebecca decided to take the plunge. It isn’t always easy to balance one’s own personal values as a
parent with those of the host family and accept the family as they are. As one might imagine, it can
also be tiring to match the energy level of multiple kids.
The rewards— the joy of watching the kids flourish in a loving home with incredibly patient parents, making it a bit easier for the mom by giving her a break for a couple hours, and sharing the
wonder of discovery with kids— far outweigh the challenges. While at times it can be hard when
kids and families have bad days, they are more than made up by the days when Rebecca is greeted
by the kids who are so excited they trip over their words to tell her about what’s going on, when
there is a break in the activity and she can visit with the mom and share parenting stories, and the
gift of a rare friendship. Rebecca summed up her experience: “It’s an honor to share it all: the milestones, the tears, and triumphs. The mom I mentor amazes me with the loving way she handles her
children when they are having a rough time.”
Clients are referred to Mother Mentors by social services agencies and health care providers, or they
can call 360-321-1484 or email wamothermentors@gmail.com. They are always looking for more
volunteers!
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Effective Resistance:

From Rosa Parks to the Women’s March
Martin Luther King, Jr. Event/Blessed are the Peace Makers
Dick Hall

O

n Sunday afternoon, January 14 at 3:00, the 13th annual Whidbey Island community Martin Luther King, Jr. “Blessed are the Peace Makers” gathering will once again
be held at St. Augustine’s in-the-Woods Episcopal Church in Freeland. Please note
that the event will be held on Sunday rather than Monday as in previous years.
As in the past, a narrative read from the pulpit will interact with readings from the pews. The theme
for this year’s event is “Effective Resistance: From Rosa Parks to the Women’s March.” Readings
will connect the nonviolent resistance of the Black Freedom Movement of the 1950s and ‘60s with
the contemporary resistance of Black Lives Matter, the Women’s March, and the movement to remove Confederate statues and symbols from public spaces. A connecting issue or target of resistance
has been and continues to be America’s “original sin” of slavery, with its resulting white supremacy
myth and white male privilege.
This year, in lieu of a featured speaker, there will be a reading of a recent speech delivered by New
Orleans Mayor Mitch Landrieu at the removal of a Robert E. Lee statue. In his courageous speech,
Landrieu called out the Confederate statues as symbols of white supremacy resulting in terrorism
and oppression. He also made it clear that the Confederacy was on the wrong side of history:
After the Civil War, these statues were a part of that terrorism as much as a burning cross on someone’s lawn; they were erected purposefully to send a strong message to all who walked in their shadows about who was still in charge in this city . . . . The Confederacy was on the wrong side of histo-
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ry and humanity. It sought to tear apart our nation and subjugate our fellow Americans to slavery.
This is the history we should never forget, and one that we should never again put on a pedestal to
be revered. As a community, we must recognize the significance of removing New Orleans’ Confederate monuments. It is our acknowledgment that now is the time to take stock of, and then move
past, a painful part of our history . . . .
To literally put the Confederacy on a pedestal in our most prominent places of honor is an inaccurate recitation of our full past. It is an affront to our present, and it is a bad prescription for our future . . . . The Civil War is over, and the Confederacy lost and we are better for it. Surely we are far
enough removed from this dark time to acknowledge that the cause of the Confederacy was wrong .
. . . Centuries old wounds are still raw because they never healed right in the first place. Here is the
essential truth. We are better together than we are apart. (May 23, 2017)
It is fitting that the South, which began the process of dismantling the injustice of Jim Crow discrimination, has continued the process of rejecting white supremacy and the Confederacy.
As always, music will be a key component of the service. The “Beloved Community” of the Black
Freedom Movement found strength and inspiration in the music of our nation’s African American
churches. The Whidbey gathering will also draw strength and inspiration from this music. Karl
Olsen, Freeland’s Trinity Lutheran Church Music Minister, will again lead the singing.
This year’s Martin Luther King, Jr. event is especially significant as a community witness for inclusion and racial and gender justice. It is a time to honor the best attributes and values of American
society. Make this Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday a day on, not a day off.
The “Blessed are the Peace Makers” community event is planned, organized, and implemented by
the St. Augustine’s Episcopal Peace Fellowship.
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Walking with the Celtic Saints

St. Non of Wales

W

Ted Brookes

hile recently walking in the footsteps of the Celtic saints throughout Ireland and Wales,
we persistent pilgrims discovered that Celtic women had a very prominent role in and
profound effect upon the spread of Christianity in Great Britain and Ireland from the
5th through the 8th centuries. Some, like Brigid of Kildare and Hilda of Whitby, were founders
and abbesses of large double monasteries. Others, like Non, the mother of Saint David of Wales,
were founders of convents and were spiritual leaders who attracted scores of the faithful during and
after their lives.
Saint Non was born in the 5th century in Pembrokeshire, Wales. She may have been the daughter
of the nobleman Cynyr of Caer Goch. Tradition holds that Non was raped and that the product
of the rape was St. David. Rhigyfarch, a Norman cleric who wrote the Life of St. David in 1095,
recounts the tradition that the rapist was Sanctus, King of Ceredigion, who met Non while traveling through South Wales. Subsequently, Non brought up David at Henfeynyw near Aberaeron,
and founded a convent nearby, at what is now called Llanon, a village named after her. Non later
traveled to Cornwall and ultimately ended her days in a Breton convent that she founded. She died
in the 6th century at Dirinon, Brittany and is buried there. Non’s relics were initially venerated at
Altarnun in Cornwall. However, these were destroyed during the Reformation.
The place where Non gave birth to St. David is now named Capel Non and is marked by the Chapel of St. Non. Close to the ruins of the chapel is her holy well, one of the most venerated religious
sites in Wales, while nearby stand a modern retreat center and a stone chapel dedicated to Our Lady
and St. Non, built in 1934.
St. Non’s feast day is variously celebrated between the 2nd and 5th of March. At the parish of Pelynt
in Cornwall, the feast of St. Non is celebrated on the second Sunday after Midsummer’s Day.
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The Light, Lite

My Little Thrush
Photo by Craig Johnson

Chris Lubinski

I

was sitting at my desk when a bird hit the window— hard! Oh no! I jumped up and ran outside to the front deck. There was a Swainson’s thrush sprawled on the deck below the window.
I scooped it and realized it was still alive. I could feel its rapid breathing and heartbeat. I
cupped it between my hands and held it close to me to warm it to treat it for shock. Its neck wasn’t
broken, but it was dazed. I walked up and down the deck talking softly to it to try to keep it conscious. After a good 20 minutes, it adjusted its feet under it so it was sitting on my palm. I set it
in a flowerpot, thinking it would be safe recovering there. But no, it kept falling over . . . not ready
yet. More cupping it between my hands, warming it and talking to it. It chirped once— I chirped
back. It seemed to be more alert, but calm, and in no hurry to leave my hand. After another 15
minutes of walking, I sat down on the lower step of the front deck, where the big maple tree branches hang close. We sat there for a while watching the world go by. Soon a couple of other Swainson’s
thrushes flew to the branch closest to us, chattering as if they were asking “What are you doing
sitting on a human’s hand?!” ‘My’ little thrush, now calmly standing on my palm, just turned its
head to look at them. When the others flew away, I put my hand down near the ground in the
garden, thinking the thrush would be more comfortable in its own environment; but it moved to
my thumb and refused to leave. With it now perched on my thumb, I sat back down on the step
and we continued to watch the world go by for another 20 minutes. Then suddenly it flew up to the
maple tree. Jerry said I should stay sitting there; it might come back, as it seemed content to sit on
my hand. But I went back into the house— it should stay a wild bird. Even so, the time it spent
perched on my thumb was special.
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T

his is a view from the top of the east moraine that defines the edges of Wallowa Lake (OR).
Fairly recently, this became conserved by Wallowa Land Trust. The small town of Joseph sits at
the end of the lake. And one can enjoy the expansive view of the Wallowa Valley— which goes east
to the Snake River. This was all sacred land of the Nez Perce Tribes, but they were pushed out by
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The Beauty of God’s Creation: Our Legacy
Photo by Bonnie Liberty

white settlements and wars and governmental action. Wallowa Lake is a natural geologic wonder,
the largest of several glacial cirque lakes in the area. I always respond to the incredible moments
weather and dynamic clouds present us in this world of ours. We lucked out with a early winter
dusting of snow. Bonnie Liberty
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In-House @ St.Augie’s
Create in Me a Clean Heart
Jim O’Grady

Churchapedia

Comments on Church Practice

Water is one of those natural symbols whose meaning seems obvious no matter the time or place.
Virtually all groups of people worldwide have first-hand experiences of the importance of water,
whether the issue is its lack, scarcity, abundance, or over-abundance. The news is replete with
reports of drought as a factor in wildfires and crop failures, of sea level rise and more frequent severe
flooding linked to climate change, and of the devastating health effects of polluted drinking water
sources.
Water plays a key role in the stories told by many cultures. In the Judeo-Christian scriptures, water
is present from the beginning, a chaotic element tamed by the creator. The destructive and renewing
power of water is vividly portrayed in the account of Noah and the great flood. The parting of the
Red Sea meant deliverance for the Hebrews; for Pharaoh’s army, it was disaster when the waters
rolled back. In the desert, God met the physical thirst of the people with water flowing from rock.
In Hebrew worship, ritual cleansing sometimes accompanied sacrifices of purification; a priest
washed himself before carrying out his religious duties; people and objects that came into contact
with legally unclean persons or objects had to be washed.
The cleansing which John the Baptist offered in the Judean desert was one of repentance and
reform. The gospel writers break open the ritual— in it, John is seen as preparing the way for Jesus,
who will baptize his followers in the Holy Spirit and fire. Jesus, who was in no need of repentance,
allowed himself to be baptized by John to show that through him, God’s Spirit would create a new
people.
In the Letter to the Romans, Paul makes clear that the baptismal rite is both sign and source of the
initiates’ forthcoming life in Christ. In descending into the baptismal bath, converts die to sin, are
buried, and rise, just as Christ did. The baptized are empowered to “walk in newness of life,” to
walk meaning the conscious ethical conduct of a life in Christ. It is more than a reforming; as the
rite of Holy Eucharist reminds us, we become “very members incorporate in the mystical body.”
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And so at a church building’s font or baptistry, there is a rich natural and religious symbolism
present. In our worship life, the rite of Asperges (from Psalm 51, “Asperges me, Domine,” “Wash me,
Lord”) accompanies the renewal of baptismal vows at Easter and at other times during the liturgical
year. After we profess our faith, the priest or acolyte sprinkles us with water as a reminder of
baptism. While these occasions often elicit smiles, the impact of water droplets on skin— shocking
and invigorating at once— serves as a tangible reminder of who we are, and who we are called to
be: A people baptized into Christ’s death and resurrection, enabled—and continually challenged—
to walk in newness of life.
Sources:
Castelot, John J. (1968). Religious Institutions of Israel. In The Jerome Biblical Commentary.
Fitzmyer, Joseph A. (1968). The Letter to the Romans. In The Jerome Biblical Commentary.
St. James Cathedral, Seattle, WA
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Frank Shirbroun, Elaine Ludtke, Celia Metz, Bert Speir,
Mic Kissinger, Susan Sandri Clerk

ENDOWMENT FUND

CONVENTION

Dick Hall Contact

Diane Lantz, Dick Hall, Arnelle Hall, Dann Jergenson

Kate Anderson Chair

EPISCOPAL PEACE FELLOWSHIP

Delegates

GREENING

Alternate Delegates

SUNDAY COFFEE HOUR

Brian Reid, Maureen Masterson

TABULATORS

Br. Richard Tussey Lead Tabulator

LECTORS

Nancy Ruff Coordinator, Eileen Jackson Scheduling

EUCHARISTIC VISITORS

Albert Rose, Margaret Schultz, Diane Lantz

WORSHIP LEADERS

Ted Brookes Chair, Grant Heiken Secretary
Pat Brookes 8:00, Open 10:30 Coordinators

INTEGRITY

Mic Kissinger Convener

MISSION SUNDAY OFFERING
Brian Reid Chair

STEWARDSHIP
Meade Brown

Margaret Schultz 8:00, Eileen Jackson 10:30 Scheduling

QUIET TIME

ALTAR GUILD

SCHOLARSHIP

CHOIR

ADULT FORUMS

Frank Shirbroun Contact

David Locke Parish Musician

Chris Lubinski Convener
Joan Johnson Chair
Ted Brookes
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January Calendar
BIRTHDAYS

EVENTS

ANNIVERSARIES

1. Women’s Bible Study 9:30A

14. Jennie & Devon Irmer

2. Celia & Terry Metz

15. Barry Levit, Women’s Bible Study 9:30A,
“Blessed are the Peacemakers” 1P

3. Ashley McConnaughey, Narcotics Anonymous 7P

16. Jo Davies
17. Jody Levit, Laura Luginbill, Narcotics Anonymous 7P

4. Devon Irmer
5. Ann Fruechte

19. Glen Corell, Dick Hall, Judie Hoiseth

6. Dawn Collins, Lyn DeShong, Jack Levit,
Fredericka Rodman, Egon & Laina Molbak,
Cabaret Concert “All That Jazz” 7:30P

21. Combined Service 9:30A, Brunch following service, Annual Parish Meeting following
brunch

8. Women’s Bible Study 9:30A

22. Ray Haman, Isabel Neddow, Women’s Bible
Study 9:30A

9. Diana Klein
10. Narcotics Anonymous 7P

24. Narcotics Anonymous 7P

11. Mike Seymour, Vestry Meeting 4:30P
12. Molly Felder-Grimm, Nettie & Pete Snyder

29. Lynda Dial, Joan Focht, Women’s Bible
Study 9:30A

13. Jack Wallock

31. Narcotics Anonymous 7P

SERVICE SCHEDULE
Sunday

8:00 am Eucharist Rite I (followed by coffee/fellowship and Adult Forums)
10:30 am Eucharist Rite II (with music, church school & child care, followed by coffee/fellowship)
Monday
5:30 pm Solemn Evensong (with incense)
Tuesday

7:00 pm Quiet Time Meditation
Wednesday

10:00 am

Eucharist and Holy Unction (prayers for healing)
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Ted Brookes Presents

Adult Forums: January

J

anuary is the traditional month for new beginnings, ambitious resolutions, and hopeful accomplishments. Unfortunately, we often fall short in some if not all of these areas. This year, I am
planning to be a cock-eyed optimist and predict 2018 will be a banner year, certainly much
better than 2017. To highlight my prediction I am recharging my efforts to bring the congregation an assortment of Bible study, health, environmental, and public service forums that will rouse
your interest and expand your knowledge of the world. On the first two Sundays of the month we
will continue our series “Jesus and His Jewish Influences,” with a look at the impact Greek rule in
the Middle East had on Jewish civilization. Our parish’s annual meeting will take the place of the
adult forum regularly scheduled for the third Sunday of this month. The last Sunday is reserved for
one of the most important health lectures we have scheduled. Dr. Catherine Close will talk about
Alzheimer’s Disease and related disorders, and the tools she is using to better assist patients and
caregivers.
Specific forum dates, subject matter, and presenters or hosts are provided below:
7 January - Alexander the Great’s Impact on the Jews. Alexander the Great’s legendary visit to
Jerusalem and Judea had a profound influence on the development of ancient Jewish traditions.
Could the famous warrior also have served as a model for the mythical Jesus? Professor Jodi Magness illuminates possible narrative parallels between two iconic figures of Western history. Judea
came under Alexander’s rule when he defeated the Persians in the 4th century BC. Interestingly, he
maintained the religious and political privileges that the Jews had enjoyed under the Persians. He
basically left the governing system intact and replaced Persian officials and administrators with his
own officials. Ted Brookes presents.
14 January - Jews and Greek Rule: The Heliodorus Affair. This episode investigates the strange
story known as the Heliodorus Affair. It takes place after Alexander’s death in 323 BC, when a
20-year war was fought over the succession to rule the Greek Empire. The empire was eventually
divided up among various generals. Ptolemy took control of Egypt and Judea, while Seleucus
took the area to the north. A power struggle ensued between Jerusalem’s elite families. This
consequently became a turning point in the history of the Jews in Judea. Significantly, we will see
the echoes of this conflict in the Gospel accounts of taxation. Ted Brookes presents.
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21 January - Annual Meeting. This gathering will be held after a Combined Service at
9:30AM. Its purpose will be to elect new Vestry members, delegates to the annual Diocesan
Convention, and alternates to the convention. There will be no Adult Forum this Sunday.
28 January - The Voices of Alzheimer’s: The Five Stages of Alzheimer’s Disease & Related
Disorders (ADRD). Dr. Catherine Close, DMin, will provide an important and illuminating
lecture on how to communicate with Alzheimer’s patients and how to recognize the stages they are
going through. She has found a connection between the tools she has used with at-risk teenagers
(the focus of her teaching career) and her work with those dealing with ADRD, especially through
the work of Paulo Freire, a Brazilian educator who teaches that you “begin with the story, your
story.” Those dealing with ADRD and their caregivers are writing a new narrative, a new story,
and Dr. Close will provide vignettes and prompts to demonstrate how to engage those in our
communities living with ADRD. Ted Brookes will host.

Contributed by Diana Klein

A minister was dying and he was asked if he had made peace with God.
“Why no!” he replied. “We’ve never had any quarrels.”
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Vestry Recap November 2017
Approved at Vestry Meeting, December 14, 2017
Buildings and Grounds: Elaine Ludtke, Junior Warden, reported that water sources for our various garden
irrigation systems have been identified: garden irrigation is from our well, except for the front and Columbarium gardens, which are on the Freeland Water District system.
Senior Warden Report: Frank Shirbroun has volunteered to be the Vestry liaison to The Light.
Thank You Letters: Clerk Susan Sandri was directed to write to Richard Proctor and Ron Childers thanking them for the donation of four Georgia Gerber bronzes, including the installation cost. The Clerk
was also directed to write to the Greening Committee for their sponsorship of a talk by Rev. Margaret
Bullitt-Jonas.
Stewardship: Pledges for 2018 are currently at $41,800. The All Parish Dinner, where the majority of
pledges are received, will be held November 16.
Endowment Fund Withdrawals: The Vestry approved the Endowment Committee recommendation for
the 2018 withdrawal of $43,993. An allocation of $6,000 was approved for Mission Sunday Offering
matching funds, $4,000 for scholarship, with the usage of the remainder determined by the Vestry per the
Plan of Operation.
Creation of a Third Endowment Fund: The Vestry approved creation of a third endowment fund to be
funded from the existing endowment fund. Creation of this fund clarifies sources and types of funds under
the Plan of Operation.
Advanced Practice Nursing Services: Decision on the proposal was deferred while Vestry members gathered
additional information.
Permanent Patio Cover: Bids will be solicited from roofers since there was no response from contractors.
Monthly Financial Review: Treasurer Nancy Ruff reviewed the 10/31/17 budget report and noted that
several budget areas continue to be either over budget or may be over spent before the end of the year. The
Bookkeeper is continuing verification of Mission Sunday Offering payments and correcting coding errors
from past years. The Budget & Finance Committee will meet in November to develop the 2018 budget.
Letters of Engagement have been finalized for the Groundskeeper and drafted for the Summer Gardener.
Clergy Health Insurance for 2018: Changes in the Rector’s health insurance necessitated a change in providers to Anthem Blue Cross/Blue Shield Blue Card PPO.
Diocesan Convention: There was discussion as to how to report back to the congregation.
Green/Social Consciousness Screening: Discussion centered on the Episcopal Church Foundation securities holdings, specifically in fossil fuels.
Nominating Committee: Bert Speir, Mic Kisinger, and Marilyn Hill will meet to present a slate of new
Vestry members.
Upcoming Events: Holiday Market Nov. 11; All Parish Dinner Nov. 16; Thanksgiving Dinner Nov. 23.
More detailed minutes are posted in the hallway off the Narthex after Vestry approval.
The next meeting of the Vestry is Thursday, January 11, 2018 in the Parish Hall.
Meetings of the Vestry are open to all parishioners.
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Getting to Know

Kathryn
Beaumont

E

Alice O’Grady

very time I interview someone for this column, I ponder the possibility that our lives could
have intersected at points in the past. We seem to weave in and out of, past and around, each
other’s lives. So it was with Kathryn Beaumont. Kathryn and I both call the vicinity of Mt.
Rainier “home,” but we’ve lived in other places. There is something about the siren song of Seattle
springtimes, the mountains, the Sound, and the so-so weather. Kathryn’s previous home was Portland, Oregon where I also spent a lot of time as a child with my grandparents. Kathryn worked for
the City of Portland as a lawyer with land use expertise. Her career emerged along a circuitous route
that began with studying primate behavior at Jane Goodall’s research center in Africa.
I asked Kathryn how she was inspired to become a lawyer, and a thread common to many of us was
revealed. She indicated that her parents were good advocates for her education and expected her to
have a career. And a mentor, at a job she took immediately after graduation, led her into the field of
law in an area of special interest.
Kathryn and I also have some home buying experiences in common. When I moved to Long Beach,
California in 1999, Jim went ahead and found the house we’d buy. I never saw it, except online, and
signed the contract based on his recommendation. Kathryn was a bit more cautious. While her husband hunted for a house on Whidbey and found one he especially liked, she did get to see it before
signing on the dotted line. They decided to buy on Whidbey after some years of traveling to the
area to visit their four children in Seattle. They chose a home in the Useless Bay area that originally
served as a weekend and vacation property, but has evolved into their full-time residence. I’d have to
say her husband (as well as mine) was a competent, if not excellent, home buyer.
Kathryn enjoys the Whidbey community, and frequently uses her bicycle to commute to Freeland
and Bayview, church, and exercise classes. Her husband Jeff is active in veteran’s issues on the island
and likes to canoe in and around Deer Lagoon. Once in a while, when the water conditions, tide,
and weather are just right, Kathryn enjoys stand-up paddle boarding, sharing the delight in being
on the water. Growing up here results in a bit of Puget Sound in the blood and, like salmon, we
return to the places of our childhood.
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Mission Sunday Offering January 2018

Friends of Friends

Brian Reid

F

Medical Support Fund

riends of Friends Medical Support Fund
is a community-supported fund offering
financial help to South Whidbey residents
with uncovered medically-related expenses. FoF
limits its assistance to those who live in Clinton,
Freeland, Langley, and Greenbank. Friends of
Friends provides services to residents of South
Whidbey without regard to race, gender, age,
ethnic background, or sexual orientation.

sets dollar limits on how much they can help any
one individual over the course of a year, in order
to meet the needs of as many people as possible.
FoF helps with dental needs only in situations
with medical implications, and covers only those
complementary or alternative medical therapies
with a proven record of efficacy when used for
a specific medical condition. An all-volunteer
board guides Friends of Friends and one parttime paid service coordinator who performs
Friends of Friends continues to fill an urgent
intake evaluations and authorizes payment for
need in our community. Even with the Affordservices. FoF was started in 1997. In its first ten
able Care Act the need for help still exists. While
years, the organization helped about a thousand
prescription costs have declined, the need for aspeople with a little less than $400,000 in medisistance with co-pays and medical transportation
cal expenses. Now celebrating its 20th year, FoF
has increased. FoF serves as a community safety
has distributed over a million dollars in donanet, easing the burden of unexpected medical extions— all raised within the generous South
penses such as: prescription or over-the-counter
Whidbey community— to help over 2000 of
medications for a senior citizen diagnosed with
our neighbors with medical expenses. Friends of
diabetes, heart disease, and high blood pressure,
Friends Medical Support Fund devoted 81% of
visits to health professionals, co-pays on doctor
its total expenses to program services.
visits for a child with multiple disabilities, hospital and laboratory bills such as a mammogram
and ultrasound tests for a single working mom
unable to afford health insurance, dental work
for an unemployed man with acute tooth pain,
acupuncture to treat a woman for chronic pain.
Friends of Friends also provides ferry tickets
and gas vouchers for treatment on the mainland,
and medical supplies and equipment. They do
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Cruising the neighborhood at Crockett Lake.
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Photo by Albert Rose

